Although various image-based domain adaptation (DA) techniques have been proposed in recent years, domain shift in videos is still not well-explored. Most previous works only evaluate performance on small-scale datasets which are saturated. Therefore, we first propose a larger-scale dataset with larger domain discrepancy: UCF-HMDB f ull . Second, we investigate different DA integration methods for videos, and show that simultaneously aligning and learning temporal dynamics achieves effective alignment even without sophisticated DA methods. Finally, we propose Temporal Attentive Adversarial Adaptation Network (TA 3 N), which explicitly attends to the temporal dynamics using domain discrepancy for more effective domain alignment, achieving state-of-the-art performance on three video DA datasets. The code and data are released at http:// github.com/cmhungsteve/TA3N .
Introduction
Unsupervised Domain adaptation (DA) [1] has been studied extensively in recent years to address the domain shift problem [9] , which means the models trained on source labeled datasets do not generalize well to target datasets and tasks, without access to any target labels. While many DA approaches are able to diminish the distribution gap between source and target domains while learning discriminative deep features [2, 8, 7, 10] , most methods have been developed only for images and not videos.
Furthermore, unlike image-based DA work, there do not exist well-organized datasets to evaluate and benchmark the performance of DA algorithms for videos. The most common datasets are UCF-Olympic and UCF-HMDB small [12, 14, 4] , which have only a few overlapping categories between source and target domains. This introduces limited domain discrepancy so that a deep CNN architecture can achieve nearly perfect performance even without any DA method (details in Section 3.2 and Table 2 ). Therefore, we propose a larger-scale video DA dataset, UCF-HMDB f ull , by collecting all relevant and overlapping categories be- An overview of proposed TA 3 N for video DA. In addition to spatial discrepancy between frame images, videos also suffer from temporal discrepancy between sets of time-ordered frames that contain multiple local temporal dynamics with different contributions to the overall domain shift, as indicated by the thickness of green dashed arrows. Therefore, we propose to focus on aligning the temporal dynamics which have higher domain discrepancy using a learned attention mechanism to effectively align the temporal-embedded feature spaces for videos. Here we use the action basketball as the example. tween UCF101 [11] and HMDB51 [6] , leading to three times larger than previous two datasets, and contains larger domain discrepancy (details in Section 3.2 and Table 3) .
Domain Shift
Videos can suffer from domain discrepancy along both the spatial and temporal directions, bringing the need of alignment for embedded feature spaces along both directions, as shown in Figure 1 . However, most DA approaches have not explicitly addressed the domain shift problem in the temporal direction. Therefore, we first investigate different DA integration methods for video classification and propose Temporal Adversarial Adaptation Network (TA 2 N), which simultaneously aligns and learns temporal dynamics, to effectively align domains spatio-temporally, outperforming other approaches which naively apply more sophisticated image-based DA methods for videos. To further achieve more effective temporal alignment, we propose to focus more on aligning those which have higher contribution to the overall domain shift, such as the local temporal features connected by thicker green arrows shown in Figure 1 . Therefore, we propose Temporal Attentive Adversarial Adaptation Network (TA 3 N) to explicitly attend to the temporal dynamics by taking into account the domain distribution discrepancy, achieving state-of-the-art performance on all three investigated video DA datasets. (GitHub)
Technical Approach
Here we introduce our baseline model (Section 2.1) and proposed methods for video DA (Sections 2.2 and 2.3).
Baseline Model
Given the recent success of large-scale video classification using CNNs [5] , we build our baseline on such architectures, as shown in the lower part of Figure 2 . We first feed the frame-level feature representations extracted from ResNet [3] pre-trained on ImageNet into our model, which can be divided into two parts: 1) Spatial module G sf , which consists of multilayer perceptrons (MLP) that aims to convert the general-purpose feature vectors into task-driven feature vectors, where the task is video classification in this paper; 2) Temporal module G tf , which aggregates the frame-level feature representations to form a single video-level feature representation for each video. Our baseline architecture conducts mean-pooling along the temporal direction in G tf , so we note it as TemPooling.
To address domain shift, we integrate TemPooling with Adversarial DiscriminatorĜ d , which is the combination of a gradient reversal layer (GRL) and a domain classifier G d , inspired by [2] . Through adversarial training, G d is optimized to discriminate data across domains, while the feature generator is optimized to gradually align the feature distributions across domains.Ĝ d is integrated in two ways: 
Integration of Temporal Dynamics with DA
One main drawback of directly integrating image-based DA approaches into TemPooling is that the relation between frames is missing. Therefore, we would like to address this question: Does the video DA problem benefit from encoding temporal dynamics into features?
Given the fact that humans can recognize actions by reasoning the observations across time, we propose the TemRelation architecture by replacing the temporal pooling mechanism in G tf with the Temporal Relation module, which is modified from [15] , as shown in Figure 4 . Specifically, We fuse the time-ordered feature representations with MLPs into n-frame relation R n , and then sum up all R n into the final video representation to capture temporal relations at multiple time scales. To align and encode temporal dynamics simultaneously instead of solely modifying the Temporal module, we propose Temporal Adversarial Adaptation Network (TA 2 N), which integrates relation discriminatorsĜ n rd inside the Temporal module with corresponding n-frame relations to properly align different temporal relations, outperforming those which are extended from sophisticated image-based DA approaches although TA 2 N is adopted from a simpler DA method (details in Table 3 ).
Temporal Attentive Alignment for Videos
Although aligning temporal features across domains benefits video DA, not all the features equally contribute to the overall domain shift. Therefore, we propose to focus more on aligning those which have larger domain discrepancy and assign them with larger attention weighting values, as shown in Figure 3 . The main question becomes: How to incorporate domain discrepancy for attention?
To address this, we propose Temporal Attentive Adversarial Adaptation Network (TA 3 N), as shown in Figure 4 , by introducing the domain attention mechanism, which assigns higher domain attention values to n-frame relation Figure 4 : The overall architecture of the proposed TA 3 N. In the temporal relation module, time-ordered frames are used to generate K-1 n-frame relation feature representations R = {R 2 , ..., R K }. The attentive entropy loss L ae , which is calculated by domain entropy H(d) and class entropy H(ŷ), aims to enhance the certainty of those videos that are more similar across domains.
features with lower domain entropy, which correspond to higher domains discrepancy. Morevoer, we minimize the class entropy for the videos with low domain discrepancy to refine the classifier adaptation.
The overall loss of TA 3 N can be expressed as follows:
where N S is the total number of source data, N S∪T equals the number of all data. i represents the i-th video. λ s , λ r and λ t is the trade-off weighting for each domain loss L sd , L rd and L td . γ is the weighting for the attentive entropy loss L ae . All the weightings are chosen via grid search.
Our proposed TA 3 N and TADA [13] both utilize entropy functions for attention but with different perspectives. TADA aims to focus on the foreground objects for image DA, while TA 3 N aims to find important and discriminative parts of temporal dynamics to align for video DA.
Experiments
We evaluate on three datasets: UCF-Olympic, UCF-HMDB small and UCF-HMDB f ull , as shown in Table 1 . The adaptation setting is noted as "Source → Target".
Datasets and Setup
UCF-Olympic and UCF-HMDB small : First, we evaluate our approaches on two publicly used datasets, UCFOlympic and UCF-HMDB small , and compare with all other works that also evaluate on these two datasets [12, 14, 4] . [12] 33.33 47.91 68.70 68.67 T. Xu et al. [14] 87.00 75.00 82.00 82.00 AMLS (GFK) [4] 84 UCF-HMDB f ull : To ensure large domain discrepancy to investigate DA approaches, we build UCF-HMDB f ull , which is around 3 times larger than UCF-HMDB small and UCF-Olympic, as shown in Table 1 . To compare with image-based DA approaches, we extend several state-ofthe-art methods [2, 8, 7, 10] for video DA with our TemPooling and TemRelation architectures, as shown in Table 3 . The difference between the "Target only" and "Source only" settings is the domain used for training.
Experimental Results and Discussion
UCF-Olympic and UCF-HMDB small : In these two datasets, our approach outperforms all the previous methods, as shown in Table 2 (e.g. at least 9% absolute difference on "U → H"). These results also show that the performance on these datasets is saturated. With a strong CNN as the backbone architecture, even our baseline architecture (TemPooling) can achieve high accuracy without any DA method. This suggests that these two datasets are not enough to evaluate more sophisticated DA approaches, so larger-scale datasets for video DA are needed. UCF-HMDB f ull : It is worth noting that the "Source only" accuracy on UCF-HMDB f ull is much lower than UCF-HMDB small , which implies much larger domain discrepancy in UCF-HMDB f ull . We now answer the question in Section 2.2: Does the video DA problem benefit from encoding temporal dynamics into features? (details in Table 3 ) For the same DA method, TemRelation outperforms TemPooling in most cases, especially for the gain value (e.g. on "U → H", "TemRelation+RevGrad" reaches 2.77% absolute accuracy gain while "TemPooling+RevGrad" only reaches 0.83% gain). By simultaneously aligning and encoding temporal dynamics, TA 2 N outperforms other approaches which are extended from more sophisticated image-based DA methods. Finally, with the domain attention mechanism, our proposed TA 3 N reaches 78.33% (6.66% gain) on "U → H" and 81.79% (7.88% gain) on "H → U", achieving state-of-the-art performance in terms of accuracy and gain, as shown in Table 3 . Integration ofĜ d . Here we investigate how temporal modules affect eachĜ d without considering the attention mechanism. For the TemRelation architecture,Ĝ td integration outperformsĜ sd integration (averagely 0.58% absolute gain improvement across two tasks), while the TemPooling does not show improvement, as shown in Table 4 . This implies that TemRelation better encodes temporal dynamics than TemPooling. Finally, by combining allĜ d , the performance improves even more (4.20% improvement). Visualization of distribution. Figure 5 shows that TA 3 N can group source data (blue dots) into denser clusters and generalize the distribution into the target domains (orange dots) as well, outperforming the baseline model.
